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KONU  MAKING PREFERENCE  

Talking about preferences
•  I prefer a mobile phone to/over a tablet.

•  I prefer using digital mp3 player.

•  I’d prefer to watch a movie at home.

•  I’d rather play computer games.
Asking for preferences
•  Do you prefer buying a tablet or a PC?

•  Would you rather use a mouse or a touchpad?

•  Which do you like better, TV or PC?

•  We can watch a movie or a TV series.

What do you say?

Read the dialogue and underline the statements about preferences.

Tom: Hello!

Alice: Hi, Tom.

Tom: How is everything going?

Alice: Great. What about you?

Tom: Tomorrow is Saturday, so I feel great. What do you do on Saturdays?

Alice: I spend time watching films.

Tom: That is nice. What types of films do you like?

Alice: I like action films.

Tom:  Really! Why do you prefer action films?

Alice: Because they are thrilling, and make me feel excited.

Alice: What kinds of films do you prefer watching?

Tom: I prefer watching comedy films, because they make me laugh. Action films aren’t very me.

Answer the following questions.

1. What types of movies does Alice watch?

2. Does Tom prefer to watch action films?

3. What kind of films does Tom prefer to watch?

Cevaplar: 

1. She likes action films.

2. No, he doesn’t.

3. He prefers to watch adventure films. 
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Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.

1. In ...... movies, I feel more thrilled and scared than other films.

A) documentary

B) drama

C) animation

D) romance

E) horror

Cevap : E

2. Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.

I am a sensitive person, so ...... . ‘Titanic’ is my favourite one. I can’t stop crying whenever 
I watch the legendary love of Jack and Rose. It seems impossible to experience such a 
deep feeling.

A) they travel together

B) I am in the movie club at school

C) I prefer watching romantic movies

D) Titanic is a huge ship 

E) travelling is my favourite hobby.

Cevap : C

3. Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.

Alicia: Hey Billie! Are you available on Saturday afternoon?

Billie: Yeah, I have no plans for that day.

Alicia: I have two tickets for a romantic comedy film. Would you like to come with me?

Billie: Really! I’d love to, but ....... .

Alicia: OK. No problem. Maybe, next time.

Billie: See you. Bye.

 

A) I’m not keen on romantic comedies. I prefer action films 

B) I can’t stand romantic comedies; they are my favourite type 

C) I prefer romantic comedies to action films 

D) I really enjoy watching romantic comedies 

E) I find romantic comedies very interestin

Cevap : A

Do you prefer using a PC or a tablet while doing your homework?

I prefer tea to coffee.

Certainly, I prefer computers over tablets because I can only work with a big screen.

He prefers going to school on foot.

He prefers cycling to running.
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